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Abstract Hervey Bay, a large coastal embayment situated off the central eastern coast6

of Australia, is a shallow tidal area (average depth = 15 m), close to the continental7

shelf. It shows features of an inverse estuary, due to the high evaporation rate (approx.8

2 m/year), low precipitation (less than 1 m/year) and on average almost no freshwater9

input from rivers that drain into the bay.10

The hydro- and thermodynamical structure of Hervey Bay and their variability are11

presented here for the first time, using a combination of four-dimensional modelling12

and observations from field studies. The numerical studies are performed with the13

COupled Hydrodynamical Ecological model for REgioNal Shelf seas (COHERENS).14

Due to the high tidal range (> 3.5 m) the bay is considered as a vertically well-mixed15

system and therefore only horizontal fronts a likely. Recent field measurements, but16

also the numerical simulations indicate characteristic features of an inverse/hypersaline17

estuary with low salinities (35.5 psu) in the open ocean and peak values (> 39.0 psu)18

in the head water of the bay. The model further predicts a nearly persistent mean19

salinity gradient of 0.5 psu across the bay (with higher salinities close to the shore).20
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The investigation further shows that air temperature, wind direction and tidal regime21

are mainly responsible for the stability of the inverse circulation and the strength of22

the salinity gradient across the bay.23

Due to an ongoing drying trend, the occurrence of severe droughts at the central east24

coast of Australia and therefore a reduction in freshwater supply, the salinity flux out25

of the bay has increased and also the inverse circulation has strengthened.26

Keywords Hypersalinity · inverse circulations · Hervey Bay, Australia · mixing27

1 Introduction28

In subtropical climates where evaporation is likely to exceed the supply of freshwater29

from precipitation and river run-off, large coastal bays, estuaries and near shore coastal30

environments are often characterised by inverse circulations and hypersalinity zones31

(Tomczak and Godfrey 2003, Wolanski 1986). An inverse circulation is characterised32

by sub-surface flow of saline water away from a zone of hypersalinity towards the open33

ocean. This flow takes place beneath a layer of inflowing oceanic water and leads to34

salt injections into the ocean (Brink and Shearman 2006). Secondly inverse circulations35

are characterised by a reversed density gradient.36

The coastal zone in regular estuaries or bays is controlled by the riverine fresh water and37

therefore low densities. Inverse estuaries or bays on the other hand are characterised38

by high salinities in the coastal zone with inverse gradients for salinity and density39

directing offshore with minimal direct oceanic influence. Examples for such regions40

include the Gulf of California (Lavin et al. 1998), estuaries in Mediterranean-climate41

regions (Largier et al. 1997), Spencer Gulf (Lennon et al. 1987), the Ria of Pontevedra42

(deCastro et al. 2004) and the Gulf of Kachchh (Vethamony et al. 2007).43

High evaporation during summer leads to an accumulation of salt in the head water44

of these inverse bays or estuaries. Following the season into autumn and winter these45

water masses are subsequently cooled and can become gravitationally unstable. Under46

certain circumstances they can evolve into gravity currents or plumes that flow out of47

the bay into the deeper ocean adjacent to the continental shelf. Due to strong tidal and48

wind induced mixing (either vertically or horizontally) these events should be of short49

duration. Efficient mixing homogenises the water column and instead of a two-layer50

structure in the vertical, one observes a more horizontally distributed frontal system51
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(Loder and Greenberg 1986).52

The excess of evaporation over precipitation also induces a mass flux towards the shore.53

Due to the net loss of water (by evaporation) and to maintain the water balance, an54

inflow of water from the ocean is required and in the case of semi enclosed water bodies55

with restricted water exchange with the open ocean, this can have implications for the56

accumulation of salt, organic or inorganic tracers and pollutants.57

In Australia, where climate is characterised by significant inter annual variability in58

rainfall (Murphy and Ribbe 2004), longer lasting trends in annual rainfall have been59

observed since about 1950 (Shi et al. 2008a). Along the east coast rainfall has declined60

by more than 200 mm (1951 - 2000). This reduction of about 20 % in total annual61

rainfall has caused persistent drought conditions in the last two decades. These shifts62

have been attributed to changes in large scale climate system processes such as the63

Southern Annular Mode, the Indian Ocean Dipole and the El Niño Southern Oscillation64

(Shi et al. 2008b). These changes, which are linked to a widening of the tropical belt, are65

projected to persist into the future. The adjustments are associated with an increased66

heat transport by the southward flowing East Australia Current (EAC) that has been67

attributed to atmospheric circulation changes (Cai et al. 2005). The changes in rainfall68

are accompanied by a rise in near surface atmospheric temperature that along the east69

coast of Australia is in the order of about 0.1 °C per decade (Beer et al. 2006).70

In this paper a detailed description of the hydrodynamic and thermohaline structure71

of Hervey Bay is presented for the first time. Hervey Bay is a coastal embayment72

at the central East coast of Australia, which has attracted only little attention from73

the physical oceanography community during the last two decades. Middelton et al.74

(1994) lacked observational evidence in support of their hypothesis that Hervey Bay75

potentially exports high salinity water formed through a combination of heat loss, high76

evaporation and weak freshwater input in shallow regions of the bay. Ribbe (2006)77

showed that field observations suggest that Hervey Bay can be classified as an inverse78

bay and that indeed the excess of evaporation over precipitation leads to a salinity flux79

out of the bay.80

This study explores in detail the mechanisms that lead to sub-surface flow of high81

saline waters out of the bay (gravity currents) and the stability of these flows. Recent82

hydrographical observations from Hervey Bay, Ribbe (2008b) (Fig. 1) and a coastal83

ocean general circulation model are used for this purpose.84
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The coastal bay is shown to be dominated by hypersalinity and an inverse circulation.85

Hypersalinity is a persistent feature and is more frequent in the last decade due to an86

ongoing drying trend and the occurrence of severe droughts.87

2 The Region88

Hervey Bay is a large coastal bay off the subtropical east coast of eastern Australia and89

is situated at the southern end of the Great Barrier Reef to the south of the geographic90

definition of the Tropic of Capricorn (23.5 °S). Fraser Island separates the bay to the91

east from the Pacific Ocean. At the northern tip of Fraser Island an enormous sandspit92

is located, to extend the separation from the open ocean further 30 kilometres north.93

This sandspit, called Breaksea Spit, has an average depth of 6 m and shows some94

dominant underwater dune features. Hervey Bay covers an area of about 4000 km2.95

Mean depth is about 15 m, with depths increasing northward to more than 40 m, where96

the bay is connected to the open ocean via an approximately 60 km wide gap. A narrow97

and shallow (< 2 m) channel (Great Sandy Strait) connects the bay to the ocean in98

the south. Two rivers connect the catchments area with the bay, the Burnett River99

at Bundaberg and the Mary River south of Urangan. In the East/Northeast of Fraser100

Island the continental shelf has an average width of 40 km. At the eastern shelf edge101

the East Australian Current (EAC) reattaches to the shelf to follow now the coastline102

to the south.103

The climate around Hervey Bay is characterised as subtropical with no distinct dry104

period but with most precipitation occurring during the southern hemisphere summer.105

The region is influenced by the Trade winds from the east with a northern component106

in autumn and winter and a southern one in spring and summer (Tab. 1).107

An interesting feature of Hervey Bay is that its length to width ratio is close to 1,108

whereas for example for Spencer Gulf, Gulf of California and Ria of Pontevedra this109

ratio is larger than 3. This has some implications on the water exchange in Hervey Bay110

and the maintenance of salinity/density gradients as will be shown below.111
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3 Model description112

3.1 General features of COHERENS113

We employ the hydrodynamic part of the three dimensional primitive equation ocean114

model COHERENS (COupled Hydrodynamical Ecological model for REgioNal Shelf115

seas) (Luyten et al. 1999). Some basic features of the model can be summarised as116

follows: the model is based on a bottom following vertical sigma coordinate system with117

spherical coordinates in the horizontal. The hydrostatic assumption and the Boussinesq118

approximation are included in the horizontal momentum equations. The sea surface can119

move freely, therefore barotropic shallow water motions such as surface gravity waves120

are included. The simulation of vertical mixing is achieved through the 2.5 order Mellor-121

Yamada turbulence closure (Mellor et al. 1982). The horizontal turbulence is taken122

proportional to the product of lateral grid spacing and the shear velocity (Smagorinsky123

1963):124

KH = CSmag∆x∆y
√

(∂xu)2 + (∂yv)2 + 0.5 (∂yu + ∂xv)2 (1)

where CSmag is a constant that should have a value between 0.1 ... 0.4 (0.25 in our125

case), ∆x,∆y is the grid spacing. Advection of momentum and scalar transport is126

implemented with the TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) scheme using the super-127

bee limiting function (Roe 1985). These are standard configurations provided with128

COHERENS. For further details of numerical techniques employed see Luyten et al.129

(1999).130

3.2 Boundary conditions131

Because the simulations heavily rely on the proper calculations of air-sea fluxes, we132

modified the bulk parameterisations in COHERENS by the COARE 3.0 algorithm133

(Coupled-Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment, Fairall et al. 1996, 2003). This al-134

gorithm now includes various physical processes, relating near-surface atmospheric and135

oceanographic variables and their relationship to the sea surface, to compute/estimate136

the transfer coefficients of latent heat, sensible heat, momentum and moisture. These137

transfer coefficients have a dependence on surface stability prescribed by the Monin-138

Obukov similarity theory (Monin 1953). Moreover the algorithm includes separate mod-139
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els for the ocean’s cool skin and the diurnal warm layer, which are used to derive the140

true skin temperature. For details of the parameterisations and also the iterative solu-141

tion techniques employed see Fairall et al. 1996, 2003.142

The long wave back radiation flux is computed using the formulation of Bignami et143

al. (1995). This choice was motivated by the comparison of different back radiation144

parameterisations by Josey et al. (2003). Here the formulation of Bignami et al. (1995)145

showed the best performance in subtropical regions.146

Amplitudes and phases of the five major tidal constituents (M2, S2, N2, K1 and O1)147

are prescribed at the open boundary. These five principal constituents explain nearly148

80% of the total variance of the observations within Hervey Bay. Tidal elevations and149

phases are taken from the output of the global tide model/atlas FES2004 (Lyard et al.150

2006) with assimilated altimeter data. Sea surface height (SSH), anomalies (SSHA) and151

also the sea surface gradient causing the EAC, are prescribed using TOPEX/Poseidon,152

JASON-1 altimeter data. The lateral open boundary conditions are implemented as153

radiative conditions according to Flather (1976). A quadratic bottom drag formula at154

the sea floor is used with a bottom roughness length of z0 = 0.002 m. At the open-ocean155

boundaries we prescribe profiles of temperature and salinity that are derived from the156

global ocean model OCCAM (Saunders et al. 1999), which has a horizontal resolution157

of 1/4 °and 66 vertical z-levels. Because the OCCAM model data set only provides five158

day averaged fields, the open ocean boundary conditions are therefore updated every159

fifth day.160

3.3 Model design161

The model domain is resolved using a coarser grid for the outer area and a finer grid162

for Hervey Bay (one way nesting). The outer domain (see Fig. 1) is a orthogonal grid of163

90×140 points. It covers the region from 151-155 W and 23-28 S. The mesh size varies164

and increases from 2.5 km within Hervey Bay to 7 km near the boundaries of the model165

domain. The model bathymetry is extracted from a high resolution bathymetry which166

provides a horizontal resolution of 250 m. The vertical grid uses 18 sigma levels with167

a higher resolution towards the sea surface and the bottom boundary. The reason is168

to resolve accurately the upper mixed layer, but also to catch gravity currents at the169

sea floor. To minimise artificial geostrophic flows due to internal pressure errors caused170
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by the use of sigma coordinates over bathymetry with steep gradients (Haney 1991,171

Beckman and Haidvogel 1993) the model bathymetry has been smoothed (Martinho172

et al. 2006). This reduced the artificial flows to less than 5 cm/s at the shelf edge. The173

maximum depth within the model domain is limited to 1100 m in order to increase174

the maximum allowable time step to 12 s and 360 s for the barotropic and baroclinic175

modes, respectively.176

The inner domain (indicated by the red dashed box in Fig. 1) has a uniform grid spacing177

of 1.5 km and a size of 100×120 grid points. To be consistent with the outer domain the178

maximum depth was again limited to 1100 m, although, the vertical resolution remains179

the same. The time steps are then 7 s and 140 s for the barotropic and baroclinic180

modes, respectively. The vertical profiles of U , V , T , S and SSH of the outer model181

are interpolated onto the grid of the inner model domain.182

To initialise the model a spin-up of two years (1988-1990) was used, starting from rest183

with climatologically profiles for salinity and temperature. The numerical experiments184

analysed for this study cover the period 1990-2007.185

4 Data186

Hydrographic observations, made during three one-week field trips into the bay in187

September 2004, August and December 2007 (Ribbe 2008b) and Advanced Very High188

Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sea surface temperature (SST) data (three day com-189

posites) from 1999-2005 are utilised to validate the performance of the model. The190

sampling of the September 2004 field trip, sample locations, as well as an analysis191

of the hydrographical situation within the bay is presented by Ribbe (2006). To be192

consistent with the 2004 field trip, the sampling locations for the subsequent cruises193

(August 2007 and December 2007) were the same.194

Hourly tidal observations for model validation were taken from seven tide gauges (Fig.195

1) for the whole year 2006. The data for Bundaberg and Brisbane were taken from the196

Joint Archive for Sea Level of the University of Hawaii, which are integrated into the197

Global Sea Level Observing System (GLOSS). The data for the remaining five gauges198

were provided by the State of Queensland, Australia. The sea level data were anal-199

ysed using the least squares method in MATLAB, referred to as the T TIDE program200

(Pawlowicz et al., 2002).201
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The model forcing consists of three hourly observations of atmospheric variables (10202

m wind (u,v), 2 m air temperature, relative humidity, cloud cover, air pressure and203

precipitation) of weather stations located along the east coast, which were linearly in-204

terpolated onto the model domain. The river forcing is taken from daily observations205

of river discharge gauges. Because the salt load of the river is unknown, the salinity206

of the river discharge is fixed to 2 psu. To avoid numerical instabilities, the daily river207

discharge was interpolated onto 3 hour intervals and afterwards smoothed with a run-208

ning mean filter without changing the total integrated discharge.209

In Tab. 1 climatologically data for Hervey Bay are presented. To compare the river210

discharge with the contributions by precipitation, the fresh water inflow by rivers has211

been converted to a precipitation equivalent (i.e. the thickness of a virtual freshwater212

layer) over Hervey Bay.213

5 Tidal forcing214

5.1 Model validation215

The barotropic tides (M2, S2, N2, K1 and O1) were calculated and compared with216

observations at 7 tidal gauges (Fig. 1). The tidal range within Hervey Bay can exceed217

4 m; therefore one can expect strong mixing dynamics. To get a feeling for the single218

constituents, they are separated for Bundaberg as; M2: 0.87m, S2: 0.30m, K1: 0.22m,219

N2: 0.19m, O1: 0.12m. These five principal constituents explain nearly 80% of the220

total variance of the observed tide in Bundaberg. In Fig. 2 a time series of 40 days for221

Bundaberg is shown. In Tab. 2 the differences in amplitude and phase for all observation222

stations are listed. One can see that the root mean square error (RMS) for the amplitude223

does not exceed 3.4 cm and the phase error is not bigger than 7°. In addition Tab. 2224

also shows that some computed results are larger than the observations whereas others225

are smaller, so it can be assumed that no systematic error is present in the simulations.226

This good numerical reproduction of the tidal signal in Hervey Bay and surroundings227

gives confidence in the underlying computed velocities field, although no direct velocity228

measurements are currently available for comparison.229
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5.2 Tidal mixing230

The hydrodynamical model COHERENS allows to compute the bottom friction veloc-231

ity and therefore an estimate of the thickness of the bottom boundary layer or Ekman232

layer thickness δ can be given for different flow regimes (Loder and Greenberg, 1986).233

The Ekman layer thickness is a measure to describe the region that is controlled by234

friction:235

δ =
c u∗

f
(2)

where u∗ is the bottom friction velocity, f is the Coriolis parameter and c is a constant236

that can vary between 0.1 and 0.4 . The friction velocity u∗ is calculated as
√

τB/ρ0,237

the square root of the bottom friction normalised by the water density. Therefore, the238

distribution pattern of the bottom boundary layer thickness is similar to the bottom239

friction. Using a low/medium range value of c = 0.2, the thickness of the M2 Ekman240

layer in Hervey Bay is estimated to be of the order of the water depth.241

In Fig. 2c the ratio of the Ekman layer divided by the local depth is shown. One242

can see that in the southern part of Hervey Bay and also at Breaksea Spit the ratio243

exceeds values of 1. Therefore the Ekman layer is much thicker than the local depth244

and hence the whole water column is dominated by friction and turbulent mixing. Thus245

one can assume that in these regions the water column is well mixed and stratification246

is suppressed. Only in the central part of the bay and on the north western shelf the247

mixing ratio is smaller than 0.5 and hence only parts of the water column are occupied248

by the bottom Ekman layer.249

Fig. 2b shows the maximum M2 induced tidal currents and the tidal ellipses. It is250

visible that at Breaksea Spit the currents can reach 1.2 m/s. In the central part of251

the bay these currents vary between 0.5 - 0.7 m/s. Here the tidal ellipses collapse to a252

straight line and the water is moved only in the north/south direction. Therefore one253

can assume that the central part of the bay is also well mixed, because the surrounding254

regions supply already well mixed water into the central part by tidal swash transport.255

Consequently, tidal mixing, due to the M2, alone seems sufficient to mix the water256

column completely in Hervey Bay. Hence only horizontal gradients/fronts are likely to257

appear. Fig. 2a shows a time series of tidal gauge data at Bundaberg. In the 40 days time258

series one can see the fortnightly modulation of the tidal signal. Only during 4-5 days259

around neap tide the tidal amplitude is less than the M2 component alone. Therefore in260
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this small time window, tidal mixing is significantly reduced and stratification within261

Hervey Bay can develop.262

If one is looking at the M2 residual induced transport, on can see (Fig. 3b) that this263

transport is nearly vanishing. In most parts of the bay the residual currents are less264

than 1 cm/s. Only at Breaksea Spit and in the mouth region of the Great Sandy Strait265

they can reach values of 10-15 cm/s. The contributions of the other 4 tidal constituents266

to the residual flow are negligible. The importance of rotation is also vanishing. In most267

parts of the bay it is far less than 0.1 cycles/day. Only at Breaksea Spit and in the268

mouth region of the Great Sandy Strait peak values exists of approx. 1 cycles/day.269

Therefore one can conclude that the tide in Hervey Bay is responsible for the vertical270

mixing, but transport processes are dominated by wind and baroclinic forcing. This271

feature of Hervey Bay is quite surprising. Due to the high tidal range much stronger272

residual currents should be expected. Furthermore, numerical experiments (not shown273

here) with barotropic conditions and variations in bottom roughness did not change274

the residual circulation significantly. It must be concluded that weak residual currents275

are an intrinsic feature of Hervey Bay.276

6 Temperature and Salinity277

6.1 Model Validation278

The simulated temperature and salinity distribution within Hervey Bay is consistent279

with the observations during all three field surveys (Fig. 4). Because the simulations280

reveal that the bay is in parts vertically well mixed throughout most of the year, the281

depth averaged salinity/temperature distribution is considered here for model valida-282

tion. The model reproduces the salinity gradient with salinity decreasing in all three283

field trips from the south west coast towards the northern opening of the Bay (Fig.284

4). The comparison with the first survey shows that the salinity gradient is less sharp285

than indicated by the model. But in general the agreement of the model output and286

the measurements from each of the field trips is quite well. The model confirms that287

the coastal region is occupied by a zone of hypersalinity with salinities well above 36288

psu. The observed temperature distribution is reproduced by the model as well. There289

are some deviations for the September 2004 field trip. The model seems to overestimate290
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the temperature in the near shore region, but both observations and simulated data291

show a similar pattern. The distribution of temperature is matched by the model for292

both subsequent field trips.293

For further validation, transects of temperature and salinity at the northern opening294

of Hervey Bay are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that the coastal hypersalinity zone is295

somewhat wider than the model indicates, but again the patterns are matched. The296

model also reproduces the bottom cold water pool for the first two field trips.297

In order to further demonstrate the model performance, besides the comparison with298

snapshot in-situ observations, satellite AVHRR SST data for the period 1999 - 2005299

have been used for the model validation. From three day averaged model SST data,300

mean error and standard deviation for the sampling grid of the AVHRR data have301

been computed. Fig. 6 demonstrates that the mean error nearly vanishes.302

The model tends to slightly underestimate the SST in the northern part of the shelf303

and also in the eastern part of the bay (This is a numerical artefact because like in most304

sigma-level ocean models, the most upper T-point is treated as sea surface. Therefore305

the greater the depth the more the T-point deviates from the true sea surface. Hence306

the most upper T-point underestimates the true SST), but in general the magnitude of307

the error is still below 0.1 K for the comparison time of 6 years. The plot of the standard308

deviation shows that the model catches quite well the variations within the bay (σ=0.6309

K). In the direction of the northern shelf also the standard deviation slightly increases310

(σ=0.8-0.9 K). The strong variation in the mean and standard deviation along the311

Coast of Fraser Island are believed to be caused by the sampling of the satellite data312

(i.e. problems with shallow water and land-sea transition).313

6.2 Stratification within Hervey Bay314

The stratification is expressed in terms of a scalar quantity φ (Simpson et al. 1990),315

which is defined as:316

φ =
1

H

∫

0

−H

(ρ̂ − ρ(z))gz dz; with ρ̂ =
1

H

∫

0

−H

ρ(z) dz (3)

where ρ(z) is the density profile over the water column of depth H . φ (units J/m−3)317

is the work required to bring about complete mixing. Recently, this quantity has been318

also defined as a potential energy anomaly (PEA) (see e.g. Røed and Albertsen 2007).319
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φ is therefore an expression for the competition of stirring (wind stress, tides, waves320

and currents) and stratification (heating and buoyancy flux due to precipitation and321

river discharge). Fig. 7 gives time series of daily averaged wind stress, surface to bottom322

density/salinity difference and φ. Looking at the time series of ∆ρ, one can see that323

the maximum difference is of the order 0.4 kgm−3. These peak values appear mostly in324

spring and early summer. Cold “winter” water residues at the bottom of Hervey Bay,325

whereas increasing solar heatflux increases the temperature of the upper layers and326

hence establishes the density difference. It is interesting to note that the time series is327

rather spiky. The time lag between the spikes is nearly an integer multiple of 14 days328

and clearly shows the spring/neap cycle of the tide. Therefore during spring tide, tidal329

mixing almost completely removes any stratification and only during neap tide a short330

term stratification (< 6 days) can be established.331

This analysis is focused on daily averages, excluding daily cycles and intertidal effects332

(tidal straining). During winter there is no stratification visible. The same signal can333

also be seen in the time series of φ. Most of the time it is less than 2 Jm−3 and334

only in spring and summer the required energy to bring about complete mixing can335

exceed 5 Jm−3. In contradiction the time series of ∆S is nearly flat. Almost during the336

whole year the surface to bottom salinity difference vanishes and only during some rare337

events, the difference can reach -0.4 psu. Negative differences are caused by rainfall338

events. Positive peaks are associated with bottom flow of cold, “fresh” dense water339

because these peaks mostly occur during late winter. Due to this rather flat time series340

one can assume that the main contribution to stratification is from thermal effects.341

A second reason for dominating thermal stratification is the short duration of these342

events. There is not enough time that saline two layer structures can develop.343

An additional source of mixing is energy input due to wind stress (Fig. 7a). One can344

see that during light wind conditions, stratification can develop (as expected) but that345

the additional wind energy, during medium/high wind conditions, can completely mix346

the water column even during neap tide.347

6.3 Inverse state and hypersalinity348

The hydrographic observations made during the three field surveys indicate that hy-349

persalinity is likely to be a reoccurring climatological feature characterising the bay.350
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Climatological data for evaporation, precipitation and river runoff (see Tab. 1) show351

that evaporation with about 2 m/year by far exceeds the supply of freshwater into the352

bay from precipitation with about 1 m/year and very low river run-off (see Ribbe 2006353

for details). The application of the ocean model allows investigating the distribution354

of salinity throughout time. In fact, the time averaged distribution of salinity in the355

bay (Fig. 9) and its surroundings confirms that the hypersalinity zone is a climatolog-356

ical feature for the period 1990-2007. The climatological mean value for the salinity357

gradient in the bay is in the order of about 0.5 psu with salinities near the south west358

of > 36.1 psu and near the open ocean in the north east of about < 35.5 psu. The359

magnitude of these gradients correspond to those observed during the three surveys.360

To describe the temporal evolution of the hypersalinity zone within Hervey Bay the361

salinity/density gradient along the indicated transects in Fig. 9 has been computed.362

Firstly, the focus is on the transect that is placed within Hervey Bay. The transect is363

aligned perpendicular to the isolines of the climatological salinity distribution. Fig. 8364

provides an indication of the temporal evolution of these gradients. They are plotted365

as psu/km and kg/m3/km. To quantify these gradients the approach of Largier et al.366

(1997) is followed in defining hypersalinity and the inverse state of an estuary/bay as:367

“... hypersaline is defined as salinities significantly greater than that of the ambient and368

inverse as densities significantly greater than that of the ambient... ”. By salinities sig-369

nificantly greater, the authors conceive of a salinity S that exceeds the ambient salinity370

S0 by more than typical synoptic (i.e. multi-day) fluctuations in the salinity of the am-371

bient. The standard deviation of the ambient salinity over the period of hypersalinity,372

serves as an appropriate index of the size of these fluctuations. Thus, (S − S0) > σ373

defines hypersalinity. For the case of Hervey Bay these fluctuations are or the order374

σ=0.15 psu and in terms of the salinity gradient σGrad ≈ 2·10−3 psu/km and therefore375

one third of the climatological gradient. This implies that Hervey Bay can be classified376

as a hypersaline bay.377

To define the inverse state a dynamical approach is used here. To have a Hervey378

Bay specific threshold for the inverse state, the density gradients are converted into379

geostrophically induced velocities, serving as a rough indication. Because tidal mix-380

ing is quite high and therefore turbulence is essential in this coastal environment as381

demonstrated above this indicator should be handled with care.382

If one computes the geostrophic residual velocity, caused by a mean density difference383
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of 0.45 kg/m3 over a distance of 65 km (see Fig. 9), this will result in a flow of approx.384

3-5 cm/s. This is in the range of wind induced residual circulations (Fig. 3). Here we385

assumed a wind speed of 7 m/s, which is the mean climatological average. Hence a386

geostrophic flow could balance a northerly wind induced circulation. Thus density gra-387

dients exceeding 0.01 kgm−3/km can be dynamically important for Hervey Bay.388

In Fig. 8bc these critical values are indicated by the red dashed lines. As stated in the389

description of Hervey Bay, a special feature of it is an aspect ratio of nearly 1, i.e. the390

width of the connection to the open ocean is equal to the length of the bay itself. For391

Spencer Gulf, Gulf of California and Ria of Pontevedra this ratio exceeds a value of 3.392

Therefore Hervey Bay is better described as an “open” coastal environment than to fit393

into a classical inverse estuary type classification. Further due to its low aspect ratio394

the bay can not support high salinity/density gradients like for instance Spencer Gulf395

with peak salinities of > 50 psu in the headwater of the gulf.396

To understand if these gradients are Hervey Bay specific or if they reflect simply the397

variation in the usual subtropical near shore hypersalinity zone (Tomczak and God-398

frey 2003), two additional transects (see Fig. 9) have been investigated in the model399

domain. One is situated at the northern shelf of Hervey Bay and the other is placed400

approx. 80 km south of Fraser Island.401

Tab. 3 shows the comparison of the two additional transects with the gradients in Her-402

vey Bay. The density and salinity gradients are a factor of two higher than the ones403

computed at the northern shelf. Interesting to note is, that the mean values for the404

southern transect are nearly vanishing. Secondly if one compares the standard devia-405

tion for the three transects, the numbers indicate, that the dynamics within Hervey406

Bay are much higher than for the surrounding near shore areas. By comparing the407

correlation of the time series, it is visible that the exchange of water of Hervey Bay408

and the northern shelf is much higher, than with the region south of Fraser Island.409

Concluding from Tab. 3 one can say that the dynamics and magnitude of the gradients410

in Hervey Bay are higher than in the surrounding coastal waters and therefore these411

gradients are indeed established by the local dynamics within the bay.412

If one looks onto the salinity gradient time series in Fig. 8 one can clearly see a sea-413

sonal pattern. The annual cycle is mainly caused by three mechanisms. At first, due to414

the annual variation in solar heat flux the evaporation rate is triggered by this signal.415

During summer the evaporation reaches a maximum (see Tab. 1). Because Hervey Bay416
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is in the western part much shallower than in the eastern part, the effective evapora-417

tion (E/H - the ratio of evaporation and depth) is at the western shore higher and418

this leads to a strengthening of the salinity gradient. During winter the whole pro-419

cess is reversed and can weaken or even reverse the gradient. The second mechanism420

that causes the annual variations is the different residual flow pattern in Hervey Bay.421

During summer the dominant wind direction is southeast whereas during winter the422

region is controlled by north easterly trade winds, averaged wind speed are approx. 7423

m/s. During SE winds a clockwise circulation exists in the bay (see Fig. 3c). Ocean424

water of “low” salinity enters the bay via Breaksea spit and leaves Hervey Bay along425

the western shore. Combined with the higher effective evaporation in the western part,426

the gradient is strengthened. In contradiction, under NE-wind conditions the whole427

circulation pattern reverses. Now saline western shore water is pushed into the bay428

and the salinity gradient is weakened, even if there exist a hypersalinity zone close429

to the shore. To quantify the impact of both contributions a typical evaporation time430

scale is computed as:431

Tevap =
H σ/S0

E − P − R
(4)

where H denotes the mean depth, σ the size of the salinity fluctuations around S0432

and in the denominator are the contributions of the fresh water balance (evaporation,433

precipitation and river discharge). This gives an average Tevap of 15 days. Ribbe et434

al. (2008) computed typical water exchange time scales for Hervey Bay as 65 days.435

Therefore the evaporation water loss dominates the salinity gradient rather than the436

movement of saline water due to residual circulations.437

A third more random mechanism is provided by significant rainfall events accompa-438

nied by somewhat delayed higher river discharges, i.e. the salinity near the coast is439

lower than towards the open ocean. This is for example the case during 1996 when the440

strongest reversal is observed. Closer inspection of the time series (not shown here) for441

surface freshwater fluxes due to rainfall and river discharges reveal that during this year442

a particular wet winter prevents the maintenance of a hypersalinity zone from about443

April to November 1996. With the approach of summer and an increase of evaporation444

and no further significant freshwater discharges, the hypersalinity zone reforms (Fig.445

8c). The negative peaks in the salinity gradient for January 1992 and January 1999 are446

caused by massive river discharge of the Mary River. Heavy rainfalls in the catchments447
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area of the river caused these unusual events.448

It is interesting to note that during the last decade less frequent reversals of the salinity449

gradient occurred. This is due to the reduced supply of freshwater to the region as a450

result of the ongoing drying trend at the central east coast.451

To further understand the impact of this drying trend, the days in the year are com-452

puted, where the salinity gradient and the density gradient exceed the critical thresh-453

olds, as defined above. The results are shown in Fig. 10. A linear fit has been added454

to both time series. Hervey Bay is on average on 210 days of the year in a hypersaline455

state and in the inverse state for 95 days, respectively. Interesting to note is that due456

to the ongoing drying trend, both time series show a rising trend. The model simula-457

tions indicate an increase of 2.7 days per year, where Hervey Bay is hypersaline and an458

increase of 3.8 days per year for inverse conditions. The trends might be judged with459

care. Especially the annual variation for the inverse state are higher than the linear fit460

suggest. For inverse conditions the trend is much more visible. One has also to note461

that we used these measures to show how the reduction of freshwater supply (due to462

the ongoing drying trend) impacts on the physics of the bay. They are not intended to463

proof climate change.464

6.4 Evaporation induced circulations465

Due to the net loss of water (by evaporation) and to maintain the waterbalance within466

the bay, an inflow of water from the ocean is required. As one can see in Tab. 1 the467

annual loss of water is approx. 800 mm or 130 m3/s (Hervey Bay covers approx. 4000468

km2, assuming that the northern boundary of the bay is located at 24.8°S). This would469

result in a balancing oceanic inflow of 0.1 mm/s. Much more important than this inflow470

are the effects of the accumulation of salt within Hervey Bay. In the case that Hervey471

Bay would be an enclosed water body; this water loss would cause an increase of salinity472

of 2 psu per year (assuming conservation of salt). Because there is no evidence that473

the salinities are generally increasing in Hervey Bay, a process of salt removal has to474

be at work.475

A simple water and salt balance is considered here. It is assumed that there are two476

components of salinity induced circulations. The first component (as stated above) is477

the volume loss due to evaporation. This is a pure inflow, with average velocity uI .478
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Thus continuity of volume requires:479

uI b h = A (E − P ) (5)

where E is the evaporation rate, P the precipitation rate, b the width of the opening480

of Hervey Bay, h the average depth and A the surface area of the bay.481

The second component represents all the inflows/outflows, at velocity uC , which ac-482

count for the removal/entry of saline water. It is assumed that there exists a circulation483

that brings shelf water of low salinity into the bay and removes water of higher salinity484

from Hervey Bay. Therefore salinity continuity requires:485

h

2
uC b SI + uI b h SI =

h

2
uC b SO (6)

where uC is the circulation velocity, SI the salinity of the water entering the bay and486

SO is the salinity of the outflowing water. Using (5) and (6) one obtains:487

uC =
2 (E − P ) A

bh

SI

SO − SI
(7)

This simple model describes how, at a given rate of evaporation, water leaves the bay488

with higher salinities than the salinities of the inflowing waters. Further one can see489

that the salinity difference increases as the circulation velocity uC decreases.490

In Fig. 11 a transect through the northern opening of the bay is shown. One can see491

(Fig. 11a) the average salinity distribution for the whole simulation time (1990-2007).492

This is used to estimate SI with 35.5 psu and SO with 36 psu, further b with 60 km493

and h with 20 m. (E−P ) is estimated with 0.8 m/yr (Tab. 1). This yields a circulation494

velocity uC of approx. 0.02 m/s. To compare the performance of this simple analytical495

model, Fig. 11b shows the average velocity of the north/south component of the flow.496

All barotropic residuals have been removed here therefore only the evaporation induced497

velocity fields are visible. One can see, that the peak inflow/outflow velocity is in the498

range of 3 cm/s and that uC with 2 cm/s agrees well with the model output. Also499

visible is that the residual flow shows a tilted left/right separation. Therefore Hervey500

Bay does not show the typical two layered structure with the inflow of low saline water501

in the surface layer and the outflow of dense high saline water at the bottom. Thus the502

bay shows a superposition of a horizontal circulation and a weak two layered structure503

in the vertical.504

This is the result of the strong tidal mixing in and at the northern part of the bay505
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(Fig. 7c). Because a classical vertical two layer structure cannot be established, the506

water exchange is realised by an inflow of ocean water in the eastern part of the bay507

and an outflow at the western shore. If one is looking on the east/west component of508

the velocity (Fig. 11c) on can see the fingerprint of the inverse circulations. At the509

western shore there is a weak eastward directed flow close to the bottom. This agrees510

well with the salinity distribution (upper picture). Here one can see the tilting of the511

isolines, which indicates an outflow of saline water down the slope. Therefore Hervey512

Bay shows an inverse circulation pattern with inflow of fresh water at the surface and513

an outflow of dense/saline water at the bottom.514

To quantify the overall residual mass flow, the salinity flux of the bay has been calcu-515

lated explicitly by computing the transport through advection and diffusion across the516

open boundaries (Ω) of Hervey Bay. The northern boundary is defined along 24.8°S517

and the southern boundary is located in the Great Sandy Strait at 25.5°S.518

FSalt(t) =

∫

Ω

[

v(x, z, t)S(x, z, t) + KH(x, z, t)
∂

∂y
S(x, z, t)

]

dΩ (8)

The first term represents the flux by advection (meridional velocity times salinity)519

whereas the second term represents the diffusive fluxes. KH is the turbulent scalar520

horizontal diffusivity. A rough estimate, to get a feeling for the importance of both521

contributions to the integral, can be given by estimating the average advective trans-522

port with 4 kgm/s, assuming a residual current of 0.1 m/s. The model predicts a bay523

average turbulent diffusivity of 30 m2/s. which is used to estimate the diffusive trans-524

port. If one estimates the salinity gradient from the climatology (10−5 psu/m), this525

results in an average diffusive transport of approx. 3·10−4 kgm/s. Therefore the advec-526

tive transport is at least three orders of magnitude larger than the diffusive transport.527

Integrating, both fluxes explicitly along sigma-coordinates, over the domain, the trans-528

port/export of salinity is estimated to be in the order of about 4.0 tons/s (Fig. 8a). If529

one uses the climatological values (Tab. 1), the net loss of 800 mm would result in an530

outflow of 3.7 tons/s, which is in good agreement with the numerical results.531

The model indicates that since 1990, the salinity flux has increased by about 25 %532

(linear fit in Fig. 8a, but not shown). Shi et al. (2008a) pointed out, that the total533

annual mean rainfall in the region has significantly decreased over the last 50 years534

and the drying has accelerated in particular during the last 20 years. The trend, visible535

in the forcing time series used in this study, is estimated with a reduction of 5 % in536
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precipitation and 15 % in river discharge. These trends would lead to a rise in the537

salinity flux to 4.5 ton/s (21% increase during the last two decades) which is again538

comparable with the model predictions.539

Finally the magnitude of these fluxes can be compared with estimates for Spencer Gulf,540

Australia (Nunes Vaz et al. 1990). Both coastal embayments are comparable in size541

and atmospheric forcing. The estimated volumetric flux for Spencer Gulf is of the order542

of 0.05 Sv (Ivanov et al. 2004). If one converts the peak flux (Fig. 8a) into a volume543

flux, this is estimated to be 0.006 Sv and therefore one order of magnitude smaller.544

This is not surprising, because Hervey Bay only covers 1/5 of the area of Spencer Gulf.545

Secondly the aspect ratio (length to width ratio) of Hervey Bay is nearly 1 whereas for546

Spencer Gulf this is in the range of 3. Hence Hervey Bay is more an open environment547

than that of a classical gulf shape and can therefore not support high salinity gradients548

and it is also much more affected by water exchange with the open ocean. If one takes549

these factors into account (assuming linear scaling, by multiplying the flow of Hervey550

Bay by an area correction of 5 and an aspect ratio correction of 2-3), the relative vol-551

ume transport is comparable with Spencer Gulf even if Hervey Bay is smaller in size552

and constrained by the geometry.553

The analysis of the simulations further showed that the annual mean heat content of554

the bay, solar heat flux and air temperature remain nearly constant over the whole555

simulation period. They are only responsible for the intra-annual variability. The most556

important factor influencing the rising trend in the salinity gradient/salinity flux is557

therefore the positive difference between evaporation and precipitation/river discharge.558

7 Conclusion559

Climatological data indicate that Hervey Bay is a hypersaline bay that also exhibits560

features of an inverse estuary, due to the high evaporation rate of approximately 2561

m/year, a low precipitation rate of less than 1 m/year and an on average almost ab-562

sent freshwater input from the two rivers that drain into the bay.563

In this study the ocean model COHERENS has been applied to compute the temper-564

ature and salinity distribution within the bay. A model validation and calibration has565

been carried out using recent in-situ field and satellite AVHRR SST data. Observations566

and model results show that the bay is in parts vertically well mixed throughout the567
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year. The absence of longer lasting stratification is caused by the tidal regime within568

Hervey Bay. The tidal range can exceed 4 m. Due to the tidally induced bottom shear,569

most of the time the whole water column is controlled by the bottom Ekman layer.570

Therefore only horizontal fronts appear. Only during a short time around neap tide, a571

temperature induced stratification can develop and the bottom to surface density dif-572

ference can exceed 0.3 kg/m3. The dominant mechanism forcing residual circulations573

in the bay is provided by the Trade winds from the east with a northern component574

in autumn and winter and a southern one in spring and summer. These wind-induced575

currents are in the range of 5-10 cm/s. The contribution of the tides to the residual576

currents is negligible. Hence the tide is only responsible for mixing.577

As in other inverse estuaries, the annual mean salinity increases towards the shore578

to form a nearly persistent salinity gradient. The region therefore acts as an effective579

source of salt accumulation and injection into the open ocean. The high evaporation is580

leading to a loss of freshwater and increases salinity within the bay. The average salinity581

flux into the open ocean is estimated to be about 4.0 tons/s. This study showed that582

this transport is mainly caused by advective transport, whereas the diffusive transport583

is on average three orders in magnitude smaller.584

Further the evaporation loss and the accumulation of salt within the bay leads to585

an evaporation induced residual circulation of the order of 2-4 cm/s. The simulations586

demonstrated that the salinity flux increased by 25% in the last two decades. This is587

due to an ongoing drying trend at the East Coast of Australia. The climate of subtrop-588

ical eastern Australia has changed during the last few decades, and this study indicates589

that hypersalinity conditions are more persistent. The number of days, during which590

Hervey Bay is dominated by hypersalinity, is on average 210 but shows a rising trend591

with an increase of 3 days per year. Also the time duration of inverse conditions is592

increasing.593

During the study period, salinity fluxes have increased, and the reversal of hypersalinity594

conditions are less frequent in the last decade due to the reduced supply of freshwa-595

ter. This study clearly demonstrates that recent climate trends impacted on physical596

marine conditions in subtropical regions of eastern Australia and are likely to do so in597

the future if current climate trends (drying) are to continue.598
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Fig. 1 Model domain and location of Hervey Bay. The isolines indicates the depth below

mean sea level. The red dashed box marks the region of interest and also the location of the

inner nested model area. The East Australian Current (EAC) is schematically indicated by

the arrows. Also plotted are the positions of the tide gauges (black stars). The location of

the weather observation stations are shown by the red diamonds. Insert: a map of Australia

showing the location of the model domain along the east Australian coast.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the salinity and temperature transects along 24.8°S latitude during

September 2004 (top row), August 2007 (middle row) and December 2007 (bottom row).
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Fig. 6 (a) Mean error - mean(SSTModel - SSTAV HRR) for the sampling grid of the AVHRR

satellite data (time span 1999-2005) in Kelvin and (b) standard deviation also in Kelvin.
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Fig. 7 (a) Time series of wind stress - τ [Pa], (b) stratification index - φ [Jm−3], (c) difference

between surface and bottom density - ∆ρ [kgm−3] and (d) difference between surface and

bottom salinity - ∆S [psu]. Time series for (b), (c) and (d) are only computed in the bay

where the depth is greater than 15 m. Shown are daily averaged values.
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Fig. 8 (a) Time series of salinity flux - FSalt [ton/s], (b) density gradient - ∂ρ [kg/m3/km]

and (c) salinity gradient - ∂S [psu/km] (c). Shown are daily averages. The red dashed lines

indicate the thresholds given in the text.
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Fig. 10 Number of days in the year where ∂S and ∂ρ exceed the critical thresholds. The two

dashed lines are linear fits to indicate the trend.
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Fig. 11 (a) Average vertical salinity distribution at the northern opening of Hervey Bay in

psu, (b) average north/south velocity distribution in cm/s. Positive values indicate a north-

ward directed flow (out of the bay) and (c) average east/west velocity distribution in cm/s.

Positive values indicate a eastward directed flow (directed to Fraser Island). The thick black

line indicates the change in sign of the velocity components. The transect is placed along 24.8°S
latitude. The data are averaged for the whole simulation period (1990-2007).
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Table 1 Climatological data of Hervey Bay (southern hemisphere seasons).

Summer Fall Winter Spring Annual

Evaporation [mm] 644 455 326 555 1980

Precipitation [mm] 452 230 126 200 1008

River discharge [mm] 72 66 25 11 174

Wind speed [m/s] 6.4 6.2 5.6 6.6 6.2

Wind direction [degree] 86 120 170 48 107

Air temperature [°C] 25.1 22.2 16.8 21.9 21.5

Table 2 Comparison of observed and modelled tidal elevation and phase at reference sites

forced by five tidal constituent. The deviations are computed as ∆=observation-simulation.

The tidal amplitude error ∆ζ is given in cm and the phase error ∆ψ in degree.

M2 S2 K1 N2 O1

Station ∆ζ ∆ψ ∆ζ ∆ψ ∆ζ ∆ψ ∆ζ ∆ψ ∆ζ ∆ψ

Gladstone 4.0 -3.2 -3.0 4.6 2.1 -7.5 1.8 5.5 -3.2 7.7

Bundaberg 3.2 -4.7 2.7 -2.2 -0.9 -10.7 -1.9 -3.2 -0.2 10.1

Urangan 3.5 -4.7 1.8 2.8 -0.4 -5.7 0.9 9.3 -0.5 8.4

Waddy Point -1.3 0.8 -2.0 -5.6 -0.1 -2.6 -1.3 -3.4 -0.1 -5.9

Noosa Head -2.8 -6.1 -2.1 -3.9 -1.4 1.9 0.1 -5.4 -1.2 3.2

Brisbane 5.7 -1.2 1.7 7.5 1.4 8.9 2.4 11.7 1.1 6.0

Southport 1.2 0.8 -2.0 -5.6 -0.1 -2.7 -1.0 5.6 -1.1 3.9

RMS 3.4 3.8 2.3 5.8 1.1 6.6 1.5 7.0 1.4 6.9

Table 3 Mean and standard deviation of the salinity and density gradients along the transects

indicated in Fig. 9. Also the correlation of the time series for Hervey Bay with the two additional

transects time series are given.

North Bay South

∂ρ

Correlation 0.63 1 0.4

Mean [kgm−3/km] 0.0027 0.0059 0.0004

Std [kgm−3/km] 0.0039 0.0054 0.0028

∂S

Correlation 0.67 1 0.39

Mean [psu/km] 0.0024 0.0059 0.0002

Std [psu/km] 0.0042 0.0069 0.0012


